Milk Carton Castle Lighthouse

Parent Note: Not suitable for children under the age of 3

Materials:
- 1 Prairie Farms Half Gallon Milk Carton
- White craft paint and brushes
- 4 Toilet paper cardboard rolls
- Sharp knife and scissors (with help from a parent)
- Glue
- 1 electric tealight

Step 1:
Clean out empty carton with soap and water.

Step 2:
With help from a parent use a knife or scissors to cut off the triangle top of the carton.

Step 3:
Paint the carton and toilet paper cardboard rolls all white so that no other colors are showing. Let paint dry.

Step 4:
Cut out a door and windows into the carton. Place tealight inside the castle through the door.

Step 5:
Cut small squares into the tops of 1 side of the toilet paper rolls like a castle top.

Step 6:
On the other side of the rolls cut 1 inch cut slits. Place a little bit of glue into each slit. Top the carton castle with all 4 rolls by sliding them into the carton top.